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This invention relates to an improved ver vulcanized, rubber, bakelite or similar com~
" nier adjusting-device for, the dials of radio position, and is recessed on its rearward side

receiving sets or for other apparatus.

to adapt it to enclose the dial 2. As shown

One object of the invention is to provide in Fig. 2, the disk or plate .‘?is formed with
5 adevice of the type'speci?ed which is simple a continuous peripheral flange or rim. 5
in construction, compact in size, and eco— which seats against the panel 6 of the radio
nomic'al to manut cture.
,
i
set when the device is applied thereto. The
I Another object of the invention is to pro cover-plate‘ 3 has a central huh 'I bored. to
. vide a device of the type speci?ed having receive a suitable metal sleeve or bushing 8,

10 mechanism for turning the dial which oper

preferably of; brass or other wear-‘resisting

ates positivelyand accurately without play material. which is rotatable therein’;

or lost motion, and which is proof against

-

_'.l‘he spindle '10 which operates the instru

derangement or getting out of order and ment to which the dial is connectedprojects

durable in use over long periods.
Another object of the invention is to pro
vide a tuning dial and its adjusting-means
embodied in a complete unit which may be

tlirougl-i an opening 11 in the panel 6, and
also, through the bore of the bushing 8 in
the hub of the cover-plate 3. A ‘knob or‘
cap 12, provided with an axial bore 13 for
readily applied to the panelof the radio set receiving .the end of the spindle 10, has a
for operating any of the instruments there a reduced portion 14' which is externally
20 of, and which is universally attachable-to threaded to screw into the bore of the bush- "
p'ractically all ‘types of radio apparatus.
ing 8. A set-screw 15 screwed through the
Further objects of the improvement are side of the knob 12 binds against thespindle
set forth in the following specification which 10 to lock the knob rotatively therewith. A
15

describes a preferred embodiment of the hi1 cupped or concave-convex springqvashcr 16
‘35 ventionas illustrated in the‘ accompanying encircles the reduced portion. 14 of the knob ’
drawings. 1n the drawings: 12 and is held against a shoulder 17 on the
Fig. 1 1s a front‘ new of the improved knob Withits peripheral rim received within
‘ ,vernier ‘dial, showing it

appliedpto use a recess 18 on the face of the central hub 7
of the cover~plate 3. As before noted, the) ‘

i . on the panel of a radio receiving set;.
80
Fig. 2 is a sectional view of the same taken
I

bushing 8 is adapted to turn within the bore .=

on line 2-—2 of Fig. 1;
.
of the hub 'Land on its inner side is a?ange ‘
. -Fig-. 3 is an enlarged rear view of the dial 19 seated‘ in a recess at the rear oi’ the/hub.

. showing its operating~meehanism;

The springqvasher l6 bearing on the-oppo

Fig. 4 is a sectional view of the same taken site face of the hub 7 acts to draw the parts .

35 on: line 4—4 of Fig. 3; and‘

'
together to provide a slight'resistance to the
Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 2, showing turning movement of the knob ,12'and the

a modification in the form of the operating
mechanism ‘of the dial.

,

'

spindle 10 rotated therefrom.
‘

My invention in its prferred form em

'

'

The dial 2 which is enclosed within the

recess of the cover-plate 3 consists prefer

bodies a dial 2. a relatively ?xed disk or ably of a metal disk or plate, cut away as
cover-plate _ 3, having’ a sight-opening 4 indicated by the‘ dotted lines in Fig. 1 to
through which the indicia on the dial may save metal and reduce its weight. Pref-j
01

be read, and adjusting~meanslon the front
of the cover-plate fromwvhich the dial is
turned; these parts being combined in a
single unit which is attachable to the panel

erably, the dial 2 is constructed with a p'e-Q,
ripheral rim or annulus 20 supported from a
cross-bar 21 whichis formed with an o?‘set
hub-portion
The hub-portion 22 is pro

of a radio set-containingthe instrument to vided with a hole which ‘fits over a reduced

be operated in connection with. the dial. annulus 22) projectiilglfrom the rear an the

5

‘ The ?xed disk or cover-‘plate 3-is referably bushing 81 This. part of the bushing 8 may

~constructed of dielectric material), such as

be swag?. or riveted‘over the fedge ot the 100\
l

1,614,27’1
It ‘will he understood that the resilient
hole in the hub-portion 22 of the dial 2 and
the latter keyed to the bushing at 24 as pressure of thestrip 36 on the side of the. .'
_disk
provides an efficient. friction con
indicated in Fig. 3.
Below the center of the cover-plate 3 is tact or traction between the disk and the
a second hub 25 projecting forwardly there annulus 20 on the dial 2 which‘. when the‘
from and bored to receive the dial-adjusting‘ disk is rotated, causes rotation of the dial
shaft of‘ spindle 30. The outer end of the without chance of slippage or lost motion.
spindle 3O reduced in diameter at 31 and In fact, the turnlng‘of the dial from the

v '

fitted to the metal-lined bore of a knob 32, ‘disk i.‘ accomplished with a smooth, velvety ,

the latter being;_ preferably constructed of action, without the slightest backlash, and

10

dielectric material such as vulcanized rub the improved :uljusting-mcans thus pro-v
beer or bakelite. The knob
is secured fast \‘idcs for more accurate setting: of the dial
‘with the spindle or shaft 30 by means of a and ,the instrument connected therewith.

set~screw 33 reaching through its shank and l. sually. the graduated scale. and indicia for

the dial are printed or otherwise marked
ment 34 on the spindle or shaft 30 abuts on a paper or celluloid disk overlying and
the rearward face of the hub 25 on the cover- v_ fastened‘ to the face of the metal disk 2 so
plate 3 to hold the shaft from longitudina that as the latter is turned they show

binding. against the spindle. An. enlarge

dis lacement.

, ‘

through the sight-opening 4.‘

The device is practically proof against‘
shown most clearly in Figs. 3 and 4,
deterioration
over long periods of use, the
the spindle or shaft 30 is provided with

20

aybevel-sided driving-disk'or pinion 35 con
structed integ'al therewith, or keyed there

wear on the pinion and the engagingr sur

faces of the. dial actually improving the

on, and adapted to engage with the side of contact between these parts rather than're

the rim or annulus 20 of the dial 2 to rotate ducing'the frictional traction. It Willv also
the latter. h’referably, the marginal por be observed that the improved operating‘ tion of the annulus QOYwith which the in means for adjusting the dial is extremely
clined side of they disk or pinion 35 engages simple in construction and arrangement and

is deformed or offset slightly at an angle it is therefore econon'iical to manufacture.
to adapt it to conform to the bevel of the As another feature of the improvement, the 95
_ pinion, whereby to provide for the maxi mechanism contains no delicate parts liable

30

mum contact between the inclined face of to wean-‘out and no gears which are always

the pinion and the ‘side of the annulus. subject ‘to lost motion and backlash in their
An overlying strip or section 36 of sheet
In Fig. 5 another example of the friction m0
x'netal or other resilient material is formed
to the shape of the annulus 20 on the dial contact means between the driving inion
2 and disposed to overlap the side thereof and dial is shown. In this modification‘ of
throughout substantially one-half of its cir-v the mechanism the dial disk 40 and its over
cumference, see Fig 1. This strip or flange lapping elen'ient 4:1 are of the same form
40 36 is preferably of slightly thinner metal and construction, both being punched or
than that of the dial to adapt it to ?ex sufli stamped'out to the same shape and contour
_ oiently ‘to admit the beveled pinion 35' be and of the same thicknessof sprin metal.
tween it and the side of the annulus The The peripheral rims of the two disks are
operation.

'

i

'

outer marginal rim of the strip or ?ange fid- ‘ either welded or riveted together as shown

is secured fast against the marginal rinrof at 42, and with the friction disk or pinion 35
the annulus 20 by any suitable means such inserted therebetween their sides spring

110

as the hollow rivets 37 shown in Figs. 3 and apart at an angle conforming to the beveled
4. In other cases the strip may be brazed, sides of the disks lWith this form of de
sp6t~welded or otherwise suitably secured to vice the nietho‘ihopfoperation is the same as

‘the rimwof the annulusQO, provision being above exi'ilainedfthe frictional engagement
'inadesfor the strip to spring away from between the beveled sides of the disk 35 and
the annulus on its inner rim whereby the the sides of the spring elements 40 and 41_
may he inserted therc~ operating to turn the dial with ‘a smooth,
crenymotion without play or backlash.
Referring particularly to‘Fig, 4, it is tom‘ While I have herein illustrated and de
be noted that the operating-shaft or spindle scribed the invention as embodied in a pre
30 has a reduced portion 38 projecting from ferred form of mechanism, it is obvious that
its rearward end and adaptedl to be re various modifications other than that shown
ceived within a hole or bore 39 in the panel may be made in the structure and arrange
6. ~ This engagement of the spindle with the ment'of the parts of the device Without de
bore in the. panel holds-the cover-plate 3 parting: from the’spirit or scope of the in
disk or pinion
between.

from turning on the front of the panel, so
that when the disk 35'is turned from the
. knob 552 it will transmit a turning move!

‘as ment to the dial 2.

'

vention.

120 .
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Therefore, without limiting myselfin ‘this
respect, 1 claim:

1. A vernier adjusting-device for dials or 130

1,614,271‘
/

-
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'
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the like comprising an annulus, a second ally engage the opposite 'f'aees thereof to ro- coaxial annulus overlying the face of the tate
the disk from its turning movement.
?rst annulus and ?xedly secured thereto cir
ft.
In a ‘Vernier adjusting-device, the con‘ii
enmferentially thereof to adapt its rim to bmat-ion
of‘a spindle, a disk rotatively at-v
flex'in, relation to that of the ?rst annulus.
I

>10

‘2.5,

taehed to said spindle, a ?exible annulus,
and a friction-Wheel projecting between the overlying the side
of the disk and secured
.rims of the annuli and engaging therewith
thereto at its run, and a bevel-sided pinion
to rotate the dial.
'
engaging between the disk and the annulus ‘ >
2. In a vernier adjusting-device for dials to
adapt it to rotate the
or the like, the combination of an annulus
on the dial, a resilient element overlying and '

latter through frivi

tional ,contaet therewith.

,

t

a vernier adjusting-device for dials
eont'orming to the lateral ‘face of the annulus or theIn like,
the combination of a rotatable
and ?xedly secured thereto circumferential
ly thereof, and a friction disk‘engaging be disk having a ?exible annulus, a second disk

arranged iamxially of the‘?rst disk and pro

' tween the rims ot' the 1'esilient,.e.lenient and vided with a’ ?exible annulus overlying that
the'annulus to rotate the- latter to turn the of the ?rst disk with their rims joined to
gether, a bevel-sided pinion engaging be-'
3. In a VOI‘IIIGI' adlustmg-devke for dads
dial.

'

~

I

'

tween the opposite faces of theannuli, and
means
fol-turning the pinion to rotate ‘the. \
disk, a flexible annulus overlyii'ig the lateral disks by
frielional driving contaet: there~
‘face of the disk and secured thereto 'at its
rim, and a bevel-sided pinion inserted be
In testimony whereof I. a?lx my signature.’
tween the'disk and the annulus to frieliun

' or the like. .the combination of a rotatable

with.
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